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Abstract 
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The extension of cofibrations is a natural generalisation of the desuspension problem for spaces. 
A counter example is given here to a theorem on the extension of cofibrations. We establish a 
metastable range for extension and applications to PoincarC surgery are briefly discussed. 
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Let f: X + Y be a map of simply connected CW-complexes and j : F + X the 
homotopy fibre off: We present a counter example to Theorem 1 .l of [ 81 concerning 
the extension of cofibrations: 
EC: Iff: X + Y is at least 2-connected and dimfs conf+ 2 con Y thenf extends 
as a cofibration if and only if the map X =+ Xu, CF factors through J: 
The typical approach to extending cofibrations is to translate the problem into a 
sequence of extensions (in the usual sense) or lifting problems, each problem 
dependent on a solution to the previous one. (See [2] for example.) The stable range 
dimfs conf+con Y is the range within which a map f will always extend as a 
cofibration. The metastable range commonly refers to a dimension range where the 
solution of the first extension/lifting problem is sufficient for extension as a cofibra- 
tion. Hence in EC the metastable range is claimed to be dimfs conft2 con Y. 
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We show that the metastable range is in fact dim f < 2 con f + con Y - 1. The counter 
example used to show this is a map satisfying the conditions of EC but which has 
a nontrivial Massey product acting as an obstruction to extension. We call a class 
of problems involving the extension of cofibrations unstable if in general one requires 
a solution to arbitrarily many of the extension/lifting problems. The existence of 
higher order Massey products as obstructions to extension suggests that the 
dimension range of EC is unstable. 
The motivation for [8] and the counter example comes from Poincare surgery. 
Extension of cofibrations, when possible, allows one to construct a homotopy 
theoretic surgery operation on Poincare spaces which is closely analogous to the 
classical theory of surgery on manifolds [7]. In the context of PoincarC surgery one 
obtains a map to be extended satisfying the conditions of EC. In general this map 
is not in the true metastable range and we cannot conclude that it extends. Neverthe- 
less the counter example we obtain cannot arise in the context of Poincare surgery 
and so PoincarC surgery in this particular form is still an open problem. See [3,4] 
for another approach to homotopy theoretic Poincare surgery. 
A similar counter example has been constructed by Smith [9]. 
Extension of cofibrations 
All spaces will be simply connected and of the homotopy type of a CW-complex. 
Let f: X + Y. We write C, for the mapping cone of J: 
Definition 0.1. We say f: X + Y extends (up to homotopy) as a cofibration if there 
is a map g: A + X and a null-homotopy H of f. g such that the induced map 
4 : C, + Y is a homotopy equivalence. 
Define dim f = min{k 1 Hj(f) = 0, j > k} and con f = max{k 1 nj(f) = 0, js k}. In 
the stable range we have 
Lemma 0.2. Let f: X + Y be a map of simply connected spaces. If con f 3 2 and 
dim f G con f + con Y then f can be extended up to homotopy as a cojibration. 
Proof. An extension may easily be constructed from an appropriate homology 
truncation of the homotopy fibre of J: See [8] for details. 0 
We show that given certain dimension and connectivity conditions (Lemma 1.6) 
implying those of EC the factoring hypothesis of EC is implied by the map f being 
weakly coprincipal. The counter example will consist of a map which is weakly 
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coprincipal, satisfies these dimension and connectivity conditions, but which does 
not extend as a cofibration. 
1. Weakly coprincipal maps and homotopy coactions 
We give here an overview of the theory of weakly coprincipal maps. Definition 
1 .l and Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4 are a direct dualisation of the theory of weakly principal 
maps in [lo]. 
Definition 1.1. Let f: X + Y. Consider the diagram 
I 
Y’-M 
where the top square is a homotopy pushout, p and q are the inclusion maps and 
61.r is the map of mapping cones induced by f and i, . Then f is said to be weakly 
coprincipal or w-coprincipal if there is a map r: C, + M such that (1) q. r = &,,,.t 
and(2)v.fl.r=*,whereV:M ,,r-,Yisthefoldmap1Yu(f~17,)u1.andflis 
the homotopy equivalence from M to the double mapping cylinder M,_, off induced 
by virtue of the top square being a homotopy pushout. 
There is in fact no loss of generality in requiring the top square to be the standard 
homotopy pushout (in which case R is the identity map), however it will be 
convenient for us to allow homotopy pushouts to be arbitrary. 
If f: X + Y extends up to homotopy as a cofibration via the map g : A + X and 
null-homotopy H then the standard inclusion of the suspension of A in the double 
mapping cylinder of g satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 1.1. Thus if f 
extends as a cofibration it is w-coprincipal. 
Lemma 1.2. The map f : X + Y is w-coprincipal lf there exists a homotopy equivalence 
u:M~,~~YvC,suchthat~,~u~~and~~~u-~~~,~q,where17,:YvC,~Yand 
112: Y v C, + C, are the projection maps. 
Proof. Suppose u : M,,, + Y v C, is a homotopy equivalence as above. Let v be the 
homotopy inverse of u and define r : C,- + ML,- to be v. j, where j,: C, L, Y v C,- is 
the inclusion. Then 4,!, . q. r = (II2 . u) . v * j, = II? . j, = l<., , that is q + r = tii,,, . 
Also v * r = (II, . u) . v. j, = II, * j2 = *. Hence f is w-coprincipal. 
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Suppose f is w-coprincipal under r : C,-+ MLr. Let v = V * (iz v r) : Y v C, + M,,, 
where V : Y v Y + Y is the usual fold map. Consider the commutative diagram 
Y ====Y 
4 
i I 
‘1 
Yv c, 2 M,, 
4 
I I 
9 
Cf LfL+ C 
12 
Then &,, = q. r = &, ,, and so is a homotopy equivalence. Thus v is a homotopy 
equivalence also. Let u be the homotopy inverse of v. Then V . v = 
V*(VvV).(i,vr)=lT, and so fl7, . u=v. Also &t.,-. q. v= 
v * w$v &If, . (4 v 9) . ( i,vr)=V~(*vlC.,)=Z12andso 4,f,.q=f12.u. 0 
Definition 1.3. Let (A, p) be a co-H-space and B a space. A coaction of A on B is 
amapn:B+BvAsuchthat17,.n=18andifS=17,.~then 
B A BvA 
d k’ 
CL 
A- AvA 
commutes up to homotopy. 
The following is the raison d’&tre for the definition of weakly coprincipal. 
Lemma 1.4. If f: X + Y is w-coprincipal then CY, is a co-H-space which coacts on Y. 
Proof. Suppose f is w-coprincipal. Let 17 : Y + Y v C, be defined by n = u. i, where 
u : MLr+ Y v C’ is as above. Consider the homotopy commutative diagram 
Here p is constructed on the mapping cone on f from the null-homotopy (p v 
1).17.f’(pvl).j,.f-j,.p.f-*. Let J:tZ,vC,-, C,xC, and K:YvC’ -I+ 
Y x CF The natural coaction C, + C, v 2X induces an action [C,, 21 X [-XX, Zl+ 
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[C,, Z], (g, cu) H g” such that if g,, g2E [C,, Z] satisfy g, - p = g2 . p then there 
exists an (Y E [2X, Z] such that gr = g,. Now 
and so there exists 15 :2X + C, x C,- such that (.I. j_i)” = A. Since 2X is a suspension 
G lifts into C, v C, giving a map (Y :2X -+ C, v C,. 
Letp=fiL:CC/-+C,vC+.Then 
and so (C,, p) is a co-H-space. Furthermore II, . 77 = II, . u * i, = 0 . i, = 1 ,, and 
nz.77=~~.u.i,=~1,1,.q.i,=p. Finally /1.~=~~p==(pvl).~ and so C, 
coacts on Y. 0 
(It seems likely that the ability to extend a w-coprincipal map up to homotopy 
as a cofibration is closely connected with the existence of higher coassociativity 
homotopies for the coaction given above.) 
Suppose now f: X + Y is a fibration with fibre j: F + X. Let r = +*,j: ZF + C, 
and 6 : C, +2X be the collapse map. 
Lemma 1.5. A map f is w-coprincipal if and only if’ there is a map s : C, -+ ZF such 
that (1) r.s=lc., and (2) Ei.s=6. 
Proof. Suppose such a map s exists. Let r = w . s : C, + M,,, , where w : 2F + M,;, is 
defined by w(x A t) = {j(x), t}c M,;,. Then 
q- r=q. w. s=4 ,,,, .. r* ~--4~~,,. 
Also 0 . r = 7 * w. s = *. Thus f is w-coprincipal. 
Suppose f is w-coprincipal under r : C, + M,;, . Since f is a fibration so is v. (If 
h:{(cu,x)EPYxXIcw(l)=f(x)}~X is a lifting function for f then A : {(a, {x, t}) E 
PY x M,,fI cz( 1) = q{x, t}}* M,,1- defined by A(q {x, t}) = {A(a, x), t} is a lifting 
function for 0.) In fact w is just the inclusion of the fibre of 9, and so the 
null-homotopy 0 . r = * gives a map s : C, + IF such that w . s = r. But T. s = 
g5L:f. q. w. s = qbi,l, . q. r = lc,. Furthermore 
where (X c, X) : M,,, + ZX collapses the ends and &: C, + EX collapses Y. Hence 
the lemma is proved. 0 
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Lemma 1.6. If f: X + Y is w-coprincipal, at least 2-connected and 2 con Y& 
dim X, dim Y - 1 then the conditions of EC are satisjied. 
Proof. If f is w-coprincipal then by Lemma 1.5 there exists a map s : C, + EF such 
that Ei. s = 6. Consider the diagram 
1 Y 
CY 
This defines a factoring of Za through If and the connectivity conditions allow us 
to desuspend uniquely to give the required factoring. The dimension conditions are 
clearly satisfied. 0 
Remark. In the Math. Review [6] of [8] an amended version of EC is given in 
which the map factoring X L* X u i CF through f is also required to be a right 
homotopy inverse of d,,l : X u j CF + Y. One may choose the desuspension of 4,,, 
so that this further condition is satisfied. 
2. The counter example 
We are now in a position to construct a counter example to EC. It will consist 
of a w-coprincipal map f satisfying the dimension and connectivity conditions of 
Lemma 1.6, but which does not extend as a cofibration. 
To begin with consider the iterated Whitehead product w 
S p+y+r-2 “J’2.y sp” sy ” S’ 
where p, q and r are any positive integers. We shall use the notation p, : X, v Xz + x, 
to denote the collapse map onto the jth term, and pjk : X, v X, v X3 + X, v X, to 
denote the collapse map onto the jth and kth terms. Similarly for the inclusion 
maps {, and ilk. Then the maps pz3 . w and P,~ . w are both null-homotopic. Choose 
null-homotopies H23 and H,3 of pz3 . w and pli . w respectively so that the secondary 
operation pz . H,, u pr + H,3 : Sp+y’ ‘- ’ + S’ is also null-homotopic. Then define a 
null-homotopy H of p3 . w : Sp v Sq v S’+ S’ to be either p2 * H,, or p2 * Hz3. We 
may use H to construct a map f given by 
f =p3u H :(S” v Sy v S’)u,, ep+ytrP’+S’. 
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Notice that in the case r 3 p + q + 1 the dimension and connectivity conditions of 
Lemma 1.6 are satisfied. 
To show that f is w-coprinciple we first consider the commutative diagram 
(Sp v Sq v S') u w ep+q+r-’ 
I 
- S' 
A homotopy i, . f- i, .f is sought making the diagram a homotopy pushout. Firstly 
define G : (S” v Sy v S’) X I + S”+’ v Sy+’ v S’ V S”+‘+’ by 
x E S’ c SP” v s9+’ v S’ v SP+y+r, ifxES’andtEI, 
G(x,t)= x~t~S~~‘cS~~‘vS~~‘vS~vS~~~~~, ifxES”andtEZ, 
x A t E Syi’ c Sp” v Sq+’ v S’ v Sp+q+‘, if x E Sy and t E I. 
Let 
Z=e p+rl+r-’ ” ((SP v s4 S’) x I)” eP+q+r-’ 
where the two (p + q + r - l)-cells are attached at either end of the cylinder via o. 
Extend G over 2 by defining G to be i3 . f on these cells. There is then a cofibration 
sequence 
S p+qfr-’ r, 2 - {(Sp v Sq v Sr) u, eptqtrm'} X I. 
The map 4 is a generalised Whitehead product. We shall show that G can be 
extended over the whole of {(S” v Sq v S’) u, eptqtrm ‘} x I by finding a null- 
homotopy of x = G. 4 : Sp+ytrm’ + Sp+’ v St’ v S’ v S”+“+‘. It is seen that x is given 
by 
ifOG t<f, xE Sp+q+r+2, 
iff~t~j,x&Sp+q+r~2, 
if 5s t 5 1, x E Sp+q+‘m’. 
By the Hilton-Milnor theorem to show that x is null-homotopic it is sufficient to 
show that the components 
(a) p12 . x 6 ~p+q+r-l(Sp+’ v S’+‘L 
(b) ~3 . x E &+q+r--l(Sjr)r 
(cl p13 + x E flp+q+r-l(SPt’ v S’) and 
Cd) ~23 . np+q+r-‘W+’ v Sr> 
are null-homotopic. 
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(a) We have 
*, 
I? 
ifO< taf, 
P,~.X(XA t)= p12. G(w(x),3t-l), iffs ts$, 
* iff<t<l, 
but ~12 + G(w(x),3t-l)= G(P,~. w(x),3t-1) and P,~.w^-* and so plz.x=*. 
(b) We have 
( 
H(x, 3r), ifO< tC$, 
pX*x(xr,t)= p3.G(o(x),3t-l), if+ct<z, 
H(x,3-3t), if$st<l, 
but pX. G(w(x), t)=p3. w(x) and sops .x=*. 
(c) We have 
i 
i, . H(x, 3 t), ifOG tsf, 
p13*~(~~t)= p,3.G(~(x),3t-1), if$stsi, 
iz. H(x,3-3t), ifzc tcl, 
( 
i, . N(x, 3 t), ifOG tc+, 
= G(p,, + w(x),3t-l), iffs tc$, 
i2 . H(x, 3 -3t), if+< tS 1. 
Now define @ : SPty+rm’ x I + Sp+’ VS by @(x~t,A)=G(H,~(x,h),3t-1) where 
$ s t G $ and A E Z, and extending over 0 s t G f and $ s t s 1 using any null-homotopy 
of the secondary operation p2 . HI3 v H. Then @ is a null-homotopy of pli . ,y * 
(4 The map p23 . x E ~,,+q+r-,W+’ v S’) is zero in the same way as in (c). 
Hence the map x is null-homotopic and G extends over the whole cylinder. We 
now choose the extension so as to obtain a homotopy pushout. The map 
p3 . xI SP+q+r--l + S’ is just the secondary operation H u H : eptytrm’ v epty+r-‘+ S’ 
and so is null-homotopic in the obvious way. (See part (b) above.) Let A be the 
null-homotopy. We may choose the null-homotopy E of x such that the secondary 
operation pX . 2 v A : Sp+y+’ + S’ is null-homotopic. We obtain a map 
G u 2 : Z t_, eptqtr+ Sp+’ v Syt’ v S’ 
which is a homotopy of i3 * f to i3 * jY Construct a second homotopy i3 * f- i, . L 
0 : z v eP+9+r f Z” eP+q+r v sp+q+r 
(G”Z)Vl , SP’I v sY+’ v S’ v slJ+q+r 
where /* is the natural coaction. It is with respect to this homotopy that the diagram 
above is a homotopy pushout. To show this we must prove that the induced map 
xn:SJuZue p+4+r “., S’+ sP+’ v g+’ v S’ v SP+Y+r 
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is a homotopy equivalence. It is sufficient to show that the map of cofibres induced 
by R, 4ii,,., is a homotopy equivalence: 
Now the homology of C,- is 
‘ZOZ, if*=p+l=q+l, 
z, if*=p+l#q+l, 
H,(Cf) =( 6 if*=q+l#p+l, 
z, if*=p+q+r, 
\ 0, otherwise. 
By choice of G on (Sp v Sq) x I, (c#+,,,)* is an isomorphism in dimensions p + 1 and 
q + 1, and the choice of 0 makes (&,,r)* an isomorphism in dimension p + q + r. 
Hence x0 is a homotopy equivalence and we have a homotopy pushout. 
Lemma 2.1. Under the map 
r: Cf 
+a3,f 
$ sp+’ ” ‘p+l” sP+Y+’ 
I 
= (-, 124, sP+’ ” sq+’ ” S’ ” Sp+q+r, 
f is w-coprincipal. 
Proof. We must show that p,24 . r = c$!,,~ and v . XL’ . r = *. The first condition is 
immediate. To verify the second we construct an inverse to xl2 on Spiy+‘. Consider 
the maps 
and 
e p+q+r. . epiq+r v Z u+ epiyir L, S;u (Z u+ ep+q+r) u,S’ 
6:s p+y+r-’ f Z L, s;u Z “, S’. 
Now if j: Sp” v Sq” v S’ c, S’u Zu S’ is the inclusion map with jl,p the map 
S’ 9 S’ xi c S’ u Z u S’ then j. xn = 6. Then the secondary operation 
r = (j * 2 u ep+q+r) : Sp+q+r+ S;u (Z “+ ep+y+r) u, S’ 
satisfies the relation xfj . r = i,: Sp+9 
that there is a commutative diagram 
+ rL, sp+l v y+’ v S’ v Sptqt’. To see this note 
S p+4+r 
I‘ 
> S;u (Zu eptqtr) u,,S’ 
Y I i I* 
s p+q+r v sP+4+’ I’“1 - S;u(Zue P+Y+r) u.I S’ ” y+q+r 
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together with the relation 
(i3u(GuE)ui3)*(j*Euept4+‘)=ZuE=* 
(which holds since (i, u (G u .E) u i3) . j = 1 s~+lvs~,+lvs,). One may then easily deduce 
that ,yn . r = i4 from the definition. 
Now we may construct the fold map v: S’u (Zu ep+ytr) u S’+ S’, up to 
homotopy, by taking its restriction on S’ u Z u S’ and extending over the (p + q + 
r)-cell using the null-homotopy A given above. To show that 7 . ,y;’ * r = *, we have 
(7, s~~z~s,~ A) . xi’ * i1I4. 4iA.t ^- (v[S'uZvS' u n) ’ re 4is,,f 
=(~~.suzus~~) - (j* 2 U e”) . 4i3,f 
=(ZI,~~UA)~~~~,~=* 
by choice of E. Hence f is w-coprinciple. q 
Finally 
Lemma 2.2. The map f does not extend as a cojibration. 
Proof. Suppose in fact that f does extend, that is we have 
which is a cofibration up to homotopy. Thus i*: Hptq+r~‘((Sp v Sq v 
S’) u, eptqtr-‘) + Hp+y+r-‘(A) is an isomorphism. Now let ep, ey, e’, ep+y+r-’ E 
H*((Sp v Sy v S’) u, ep++-’ ) be the obvious generators. Then since o is an iterated 
Whitehead product, the Massey product (eP, e’, e”) is nonzero, see [5]. However 
i”(eP, e’, e9) = (i*eP, i*e’, i*eq) = (i*ep, 0, i*eq) = 0 since e’ E Im f * = Ker i*. This 
contradicts i” being an isomorphism in dimension p + q + r - 1. 0 
This completes the counter example. 
Corollary 2.3. The metastable range is dim f G 2 con f + con Y - 1. Thus iff: X + Y 
is a 2-connected map and dim f s 2 con f + con Y - 1 then f extends as a cojibration 
if and only if the map X L, X vi CF factors through f and the inequality is the best 
possible. 
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Proof. The proof of Theorem 1.1 in [8] holds in this dimension range. (It fails in 
the iteration of the initial argument.) To see the inequality is the best possible choose 
p = q and r zp + q + 1 in the above counter example so that dimfs 
2 conf+con Y. 0 
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